
 

Balloon shaped micro-robot able to move
through highly viscous fluid
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Going with the flow. A new swimmer design is a sphere that collapses and re-
inflates with changes in the applied pressure. The swimmer takes on slightly
different shapes during the two phases of the deflation–re-inflation cycle, which
generates asymmetric flow in the surrounding fluid (arrows) that allows it to
make forward progress. Credit: A. Djellouli/CNRS/Grenoble Alps Univ.

(Phys.org)—A team of researchers at Université Grenoble Alpes has
developed a new way to propel an object through highly viscous fluids.
In their paper published in the journal Physical Review Letters, the group
describes their idea and how well prototypes worked when tested.
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Medical researchers have been searching for a way to send tiny robots
through the body to deliver drugs or to perform microsurgery, but have
faced many hurdles in achieving that goal. One obstacle involves
operating a tiny robot in an environment dominated by viscous forces.
Because of this, researchers have limited options for robot propulsion.
Natural microorganisms get around the problem by changing their shape
in different directions depending on whether they are involved in a
propulsive stroke, or returning to an original form. Mimicking this
activity has proven to be difficult in the lab. In this new effort, the
researchers have found an entirely new way to propel a tiny robot
moving in a high-viscosity environment.

The new approach entails creating a balloon of sorts with a top half that
has thinner walls than the bottom half. When the balloon is filled with
air, it appears the same as other balloons, as a mostly spherical shape.
But when air is removed from the new balloon, the top half deflates
while the bottom half retains its shape, creating first a flattened
configuration and then a dimple. When the balloon is deflated while
immersed in a high-viscosity fluid, it moves in the direction of the
dimple due to friction between the liquid and the surface of the dimple.
But because the balloon regains its shape in a different way during
inflation, the balloon is not pulled back to its original position.

The researchers built a balloon prototype with a diameter of just 5cm
and a small air hose. The balloon was then placed into a liquid that was
10,000 times more viscous than water. They report that they were able to
maneuver the balloon forward by repeatedly filling it with air and then
releasing the pressure. They suggest future models could use ultrasound
to inflate and deflate the balloon to propel them inside of the body.

  More information: Adel Djellouli et al. Buckling Instability Causes
Inertial Thrust for Spherical Swimmers at All Scales, Physical Review
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https://phys.org/tags/tiny+robots/
https://phys.org/tags/shape/
https://phys.org/tags/robot/
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Letters (2017). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.224501 , On Arxiv: 
arxiv.org/abs/1710.07033 

ABSTRACT
Microswimmers, and among them aspirant microrobots, generally have
to cope with flows where viscous forces are dominant, characterized by a
low Reynolds number (Re). This implies constraints on the possible
sequences of body motion, which have to be nonreciprocal.
Furthermore, the presence of a strong drag limits the range of resulting
velocities. Here, we propose a swimming mechanism which uses the
buckling instability triggered by pressure waves to propel a spherical,
hollow shell. With a macroscopic experimental model, we show that a
net displacement is produced at all Re regimes. An optimal displacement
caused by nontrivial history effects is reached at intermediate Re. We
show that, due to the fast activation induced by the instability, this
regime is reachable by microscopic shells. The rapid dynamics would
also allow high-frequency excitation with standard traveling ultrasonic
waves. Scale considerations predict a swimming velocity of order 1 cm/s
for a remote-controlled microrobot, a suitable value for biological
applications such as drug delivery.
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